What is the MAIN idea of the article?

a. The use of tools is a human invention.
b. Some animals use simple tools to solve problems.
c. New discoveries make scientists rethink their ideas.
d. Animals often have problems finding food and water.
Which detail shows how the woodpecker finch uses tools?

f. They use leaves to clean.
g. They use a stick to catch insects.
h. They cover their nose to protect it.
i. They crack shells open with a rock.
Read this sentence from the article.

**Sometimes the chimpanzee has trouble locating water.**

The root word of *locating* suggests that *locating* something means

a. finding it
b. drinking it
c. replacing it
d. transporting it
Which detail BEST describes how bottle-nosed dolphins use tools?

e. They often scrape their snouts.
f. They hunts the ocean’s bottom-dwellers.
g. They use their snouts to turn up sediment.
h. They wrap sea sponges around their snouts.
Every time scientists see animals using tools, it makes them rethink their ideas about animal behavior.

The prefix re- means “again” or it can mean “back” or “backward.” Knowing this, what does rethink mean?

a. not think  
b. think again  
c. one who thinks  
d. never thinking
Explain how the images and caption help you understand the article. Support your answer with clear evidence from the article.
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Which sentence BEST summarizes how green herons use tools?

a. They drop small objects to draw fish to the water’s surface.
b. They use small sticks to get insects out of tree bark.
c. They use sticks and grass to scratch their backs.
d. They wrap soft sponges around their beaks.
One unusual crow that lived in Beck’s lab ate dry food moistened with a little water.

The prefix *un-* means “not” or “the opposite of.” Something that is unusual is

- e. popular
- f. pretty
- g. rare
- h. strong
Which detail BEST supports how an elephant uses tools?

- a. It uses its trunk like an arm.
- b. It uses its trunk to find water.
- c. It uses its intelligence to solve problems.
- d. It uses grass and tree branches to swat flies.
Read this sentence from the article.

Let’s not forget the amazing bottle-nosed dolphins. These remarkable animals twist sea sponges around their snouts.

Which word means the OPPOSITE of remarkable?

- e. boring
- f. lovely
- g. ordinary
- h. ugly